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Abstract
En masse cell migration is more relevant than single cell migration in physiological processes of
tissue formation, such as embryogenesis, morphogenesis and wound healing. In these situations,
cells are influenced by the proximity of other cells including interactions facilitated by substrate
mechanics. Here we found that when fibroblasts migrated en masse over a hydrogel, they
established a well-defined deformation field by traction forces and migrated along a trajectory
defined by field gradients. The mechanics of the hydrogel determined the magnitude of the
gradient. For materials stiff enough to withstand deformation related to cellular traction forces,
such patterns did not form. Furthermore, migration patterns functioned poorly on very soft
matrices where only a minimal traction gradient could be established. The largest degree of
alignment and migration velocity occurred on the gels with the largest gradients. Granulation
tissue formation in punch wounds of juvenile pigs was correlated strongly with the modulus of the
implanted gel in agreement with in vitro en masse cell migration studies. These findings provide
basic insight into the biomechanical influences on fibroblast movement in early wounds and
relevant design criteria for development of tissue-engineered constructs that aim to stimulate en
masse cell recruitment for rapid wound healing.
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Introduction
Tissue cell migration is the sine qua non of wound repair and regeneration (Singer and
Clark, 1999). During the inflammatory phase of wound healing blood leukocytes sense
chemical gradients emanating from the wound to which they respond by directed migration
(chemotaxis) as single cells. In contrast, tissue cells often move en masse rather than singly.
For example, in skin, epidermal cells quickly move across the wound space as a sheet in a
tractor-tread fashion associated with dynamic formation and dissolution of cell junctions
(Chometon et al., 2006; Vespa et al., 2005). Fibroblasts, which can respond to haptotactic
(Carter, 1967; Raeber et al., 2008) as well as chemotactic signals, also move into the wound
space en masse rather than as single cells during rapid granulation tissue formation
(McClain et al., 1996), However, fibroblasts form relatively few cell junctions compared to
epithelial and endothelial structures and these were only recently described (Morris et al.,
2006). In addition to biochemical signals (Palecek et al., 1997), it has become increasingly
clear that substrate mechanics is another key attribute that modulates tissue cell dynamics
(Choquet et al., 1997; Discher et al., 2005; Georges and Janmey, 2005; Ghosh and Ingber,
2007; Lo et al., 2000; Pelham and Wang, 1997). Many groups have shown that cells can
sense substrate stiffness through their adhesions to the extracellular matrix (ECM) and
respond by altering their cytoskeletal organization and tension accordingly (Beningo and
Wang, 2002; Galbraith and Sheetz, 1998; Geiger and Bershadsky, 2002; Ingber, 2003; Lo et
al., 2000; Sheetz et al., 1998). The tension exerted onto the substrate via adhesion sites,
called cellular traction forces, has been known as the mechanical reason for movement of a
single cell (Oliver et al., 1999; Pan et al., 2009; Schmidt et al., 1993). More interestingly,
because these traction forces can cause deformation on flexible substrates for distances large
compared to the size of the cell, a mechanical means of communication between cells may
occur over large distances and influence their en-masse behavior. The recent study of
Reinhart-King et al. on paired endothelial cells on substrates with varying stiffness has
clearly demonstrated that with appropriate substrate stiffness, cells can detect and respond to
substrate strains created by neighboring cells (Reinhart-King et al., 2008) and Sen et al.
applied a finite element analysis to study the length scale of the deformation at the interface
of isolated cells and a gel substrate. (Sen et al., 2009). However, in most physiological
processes, such as embryonic development, morphogenesis, and wound healing, en masse
behavior of a large number of cells becomes more relevant (Clark 1996; Friedl and Gilmour,
2009; Rorth, 2007, 2009). In these situations where the cell density is high, the mechanism
of communication between cells is more complicated, and can result in different migration
behavior than for either single cells or a small clusters of cells. In this report we studied the
dynamics of cells, plated at low density with those at high density, but placed on identical
substrates and cultured in the same growth media. In this way we could directly compare the
effect of substrate mechanics on the migration behavior of single cells with those subjected
to influence from their neighbors. In contrast to previous in-vivo studies (McClain et al.,
1996), where “en-masse” migration was defined in terms of the migration of multiple cell
types within an extracellular matrix, here we focused on the en masse migration of one cell
type out of an agarose droplet placed on a hydrogel substrate composed of crosslinked
hyaluronic acid (HA) and fibronectin functional domains (FNfds).
By changing crosslink ratios, we varied the stiffness of substrates and studied their effects
on en masse cell migration. Since the same substrates have been previously utilized to
establish the correlation between substrate modulus and single cell migration (Ghosh et al.,
2007), we could readily quantify the difference between en masse and single cell migration
response to substrate stiffness. We then used an optimized version of the digital image
speckle correlation (DISC) technique (Guan et al., 2004; Pan et al., 2009) to quantify
displacement fields of cell ensembles as a function of substrate modulus, and demonstrated
that a direct correlation could be established between en masse cell motion and displacement
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field topology. Since the HA/FNfds hydrogels used in vitro are bio-functional,
biodegradable, and have moduli that could be varied in a range relevant to an early wound
environment (Hinz, 2007), they were used in a porcine excisional wound model, where en
masse fibroblast migration into wound site is critical for granulation tissue formation and
subsequent healing (McClain et al., 1996). In agreement with in vitro findings, the
percentage of granulation formed within a 4d porcine full-thickness excisional wound
correlated positively with increasing modulus of the implant.
Results and Discussion
En masse cell migration as function of cell density
An agarose droplet loaded with adult human dermal fibroblasts (AHDF) was placed on a
HA hydrogel functionalized with FNfds and crosslinked with PEGDA and incubated as
shown in Figure 1A to allow cell attachment to the substrate. The outward migration of
AHDF cells that emerged completely from the agarose and migrated on the hydrogel
substrate was then monitored at 6,15, and 24h and the distance between the migration front,
delineated by circular contours from the edge of the agarose droplet (Figure 1b) was
recorded for each time. The shear modulus for this substrate was G’=4270 Pa, which was
previously shown to support cell adhesion and actin stress fiber organization (Ghosh et al.,
2007). As can be seen from the phase contrast images in Figure 1A, the AHDFs migrated en
masse from the cell-laden agarose droplet in a radially outward manner that resulted in a
continuous decreased in cell density with increasing distance from the droplet. Using time-
lapse photography we recorded the cell movement at 15min intervals over 1h periods after 6,
15, and 24h incubations. Thus, we were able to obtain both cell velocity and regional cell
density. In order to obtain single cell migration velocity, without interference from
extraneous traction forces, cells were plated in the absence of agarose, at a very low density
of ~500 cells/cm2 on HA hydrogel functionalized with FNfds hydrogels with the same
stiffness (G’=4270 Pa) and observed following the same protocols. In the lower panel of
Figure 1A we show high magnification phase contrast images corresponding to one quadrant
of the outward migration pattern at the three incubation times. From the figures we see that
the local cell density in the outermost ring of migrating cells at the leading edge is
decreasing with increasing incubation time (Figure 1A). The average migration distance (S)
from the droplet edge to the nucleus of a given cell at the migration front (Figure 1B
schematic) was plotted as a function of incubation time, together with the derivative of the
curve, which is the radial velocity function (Figure 1B graph). Single cell velocity was
measured from the time-lapse images, as a function of incubation time (Figure 1B) and
found that the velocity of leading cells during en masse outmigration decreased
exponentially, approaching the single cell migration speeds that did not change significantly
during the 15h incubation period.
The local velocity of the leading cells was also measured as a function of the distance to the
nearest neighbor cells along the edge (Figure 1C). The rx and ry show the distance from the
nucleus of one cell to the nuclei of its neighboring cells along the radial directions and the
circumference, respectively (Figure 1B schematic). The local density can then be
approximately one cell per rxry unit area (1/rxry) and was plotted as a function of incubation
time. The three panels of Figure 1C together showed that with longer incubation time,
leading cells migrated slower with decreasing cell density. From these results it appears that
local cell density is a primary driver controlling migration speed on the hydrogel surface.
En masse cell migration as function of substrate stiffness
In addition to cell density, substrate stiffness also plays an important role in migration
dynamics. It has previously been shown that the migration speed of single cells negatively
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correlates with the distribution and magnitude of substrate stiffness-dependent cell traction
forces (Dembo et al., 1996; Dembo and Wang, 1999; Oliver et al., 1999; Pan et al., 2009).
Here we show that, like single cells, en masse migrating cells also sense and respond to
substrate elasticity although, contrary to single cells (Ghosh et al., 2007), en masse cell
migration becomes faster on hydrogels of increasing stiffness (Figure 2A). When the
average cell migration area and number of migrating cell from the radius and area of the
corona around the droplet was measured as functions of shear moduli, G’ of the gels, it was
confirmed quantitatively that en masse cell migration increased with increasing hydrogel
moduli. A 5–10 fold increase in substrate shear modulus (G’) produced a 2–3 fold increase
in both the number of cells which migrated out of the droplet and the area that they covered
during the observation time. This result indicated that substrate mechanics alone can
dramatically regulate en masse cell behavior in a different manner from single cells.
Dynamic reciprocity between migrating cells and substrate deformation
Previously we have shown that isolated AHDF, which were adherent to fibronectin
functional domains tethered to HA hydrogel, exerted traction forces whose magnitudes were
related to substrate moduli. The substrate stiffness through the reactive cellular traction
forces affected cell functions that were dependent on cellular adhesions, such as spreading,
migration, and proliferation (Ghosh et al., 2007). However, substrate deformation extended
distances that were much larger than the area occupied by individual cells. Thus, in addition
to the more classical cell-cell communication systems such as cell-cell contact or paracrine
gradients, local cell traction forces can create extended regions of substrate deformation that
permit cells to communicate with each other by sensing the deformation gradients. This is
especially relevant to understanding the influence of the substrate stiffness on the en masse
cell migration where large deformation gradients are generated within the hydrogels and are
in turn, sensed by the cells thereby altering both the direction and magnitude of resultant
outward migration (Figure 3). In our system the leading edge of cells migrating out of the
droplet, cell-cell adhesions are not apparent, even though they may be present inside the
agarose droplet where the cells are at very high density. Furthermore, the migration speed
decreases as the cells move further away from the droplet and their density decreases
making cell contacts even less probable.
In Figure 3A, fibroblasts migrating out of an agarose droplet placed on a fibronectin-coated
glass coverslip are shown together with cells migrating outward from an agarose droplet
placed on the stiffest hydrogel (G’=4270 Pa). Compared to migration on gels, cell migration
on glass was more disordered as cells did not follow each other in a radial pattern. Instead,
cells appeared to leave the droplet, become physically isolated, and migrate in random
directions. Furthermore, after some time they triangulated and ceased to migrate presumably
secondary to strong adherence. In contrast, during en masse cell migration on hydrogels, the
cells were elongated and appeared to follow each other. Although the migration patterns
decrease cell density, only the distance between cells along the ry direction increased
continuously. The distance along the rx direction remained fairly constant, with no
significant change in the contacts between adjacent cells, even at the largest distances from
the droplet. Random cell migration may explain the initial outward migration from the
droplet, but it cannot account for the ray pattern formation. Rather the radial arrays might
result directly from the hydrogel deformation fields around the edge of agarose droplets as
measured by DISC (Figure 3B). In fact, cell migration rays appeared to follow deformation
gradients, and form trajectories of cells in the direction of decreasing deformation gradients.
Furthermore, the orderly progression of the cells out of the agarose droplet along rays
appeared responsible for the larger number of cells that migrated out of the droplet on the
gel surface relative to those on glass, i.e. directed migration versus random migration.
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Hence deformation, in addition to modulus, becomes a key element in the migration pattern.
Since the deformation patterns as well as the cellular response that creates them are both a
function of the hydrogel moduli a system of dynamic reciprocity between cell traction forces
and substrate mechanical properties is established. This interpretation does not rule out the
possibility that the cells are also depositing extracellular matrix “tracks”, causing cells to
emerge in interconnected streams, as previously proposed (Miron-Mendoza 2012) for
corneal fibroblasts emerging from a cell laden button into a fibrin gel. However, in their case
the migration was in a three-dimensional fibrin gel that most likely contained fibrin fibrils at
different stages of formation. Therefore, it is not surprising that streamer morphology was
due to remodeling fibers within the gel. In our case substrate deformation possibly
modulates spatial deposition of newly synthesized ECM proteins that in turn imprints the
oriented migratory patterns. Our results are consistent with the early observations of Paul
Weiss whose work was reviewed recently (Grinnell 2010). Weis and co-workers first
proposed that cell generated tension tracks within a fibrin gel along which cells migrated in
tissue fragments (Weiss 1959). In this model the deformation fields, in combination with
ECM proteins, established a pattern of “contact guidance” that resulted in coordinated en-
mass migration and the formation of ordered hierarchial structures in tissue.
From the data we can also obtain the dependence of the deformation profile on the substrate
modulus. Deformation contours on hydrogels of different stiffness, emanating outwards
from the edge of the agarose droplets (colored dash curves in Figure 3B), can be mapped
using the DISC analysis, and then the deformation gradients can be calculated from the
distance between these curves. Not surprisingly, deformation gradients appeared dependent
on the substrate modulus. The deformation contours were closer together on stiffer
hydrogels, thus the deformation gradient increased with increasing hydrogel stiffness. In
fact, a gradient was barely discerned on the softest gel. The solid lines (rays) originating at
the droplet and drawn perpendicular to the contour lines delineate the direction of the
deformation gradient (Figure 3B). A compelling interpretation of the migration pattern is
that the cells can sense both the magnitude and the direction of the deformation gradient.
Cell migration then follows the deformation gradient, which for an isolated droplet, results
in the radial pattern of vectors pointing in the direction of decreasing deformation,
orthogonal to the deformation contour.
In the case of the softest gel, the gradient is small and cells migrate least effectively out of
the droplet. Even though the morphology of the cells on the softest gel is polarized and
polarized cells are known to have the highest migration velocity, the lack of a well-defined
gradient appears to prevent cells from finding a well-defined direction for migration. The
displacements directly measured in Figure 3B were generated by all cells migrating
outwards from the droplet. Removing radial displacements allowed measurement of local
displacements generated by cells at the migration front (Figure 3C). Such measurements
demonstrated that individual cells generate larger traction forces and displacements on
stiffer substrate, a result consistent with previous single cell studies (Ghosh et al., 2007). In
the previous work, the increased traction forces were responsible for reducing the single cell
velocity of cells migrating in isolation. In the case of en-mass migration, it has been shown
(Angelini, 2010, Trepat, 2009) that collective deformation induced by overlapping force
fields of multiple cells, adds an additional factor in determining the cell migration velocity,
hence differentiating cooperative migration from single cell migration. Our results show that
the larger forces exerted by the cells on the stiffer substrates are also responsible for creating
larger cooperative gradient force fields, which in turn are responsible for faster en mass
migration.
To test the deformation gradient model, we placed two agarose droplets loaded with
fibroblasts in close proximity to each other and observed the patterns established as the cells
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began to migrate outward from both droplets simultaneously (Figure 4A). The cells initially
migrated along radial rays, which put them on a trajectory towards each other. As they
approached each other near the central line, the deformation gradient rotated by 90 degrees.
The displacement map shows that the local displacements near the central line (between the
two blue arrows) reach zero, which shift the deformation gradient about 90 degrees. This
provides a clear biomechanical explanation for why cells in the middle tended to turn and
migrate along the central line. A similar agarose arrangement was also made on glass, where
such a phenomenon was not observed. The degree of correlation between the two droplets
can be quantified by measuring the average deflected angles of lines drawn through the
major axis of migrating cells from lines along the radii of the droplet (Figure 4B). Deflection
angles in the region between droplets (proximal side) were compared to the deflection
angles in the region on the opposite side of the droplet (distal side). The angles between rays
and cells were small on the opposite side of the droplet indicating alignment, whereas the
angles between rays and cells were large at the midway region between droplets showing the
deflected trajectory correlated with shifted deformation gradients. The same analysis of cell
migration from two agarose droplets placed on glass failed to show any deflection of cell
migration trajectories at the midway region.
In vivo en masse cell migration: tissue repair as function of substrate stiffness
The in vitro model indicated that the modulus of the substrate can regulate both cell
migration as well as cell orientation through the establishment of deformation gradient
fields. Importantly, the substrate modulus had to be sufficiently high to maintain an adequate
gradient, while simultaneously retaining the ability to deform in response to cell traction
forces. In order to test this model in vivo, we used a porcine wound model. Full-thickness
excisional wound sites were made on the back of healthy, juvenile Yorkshire pigs. HA/
FNfds pre-gelling solutions with different crosslinking ratios were prepared and injected into
the punch wound site where they gelled within 10 min after implantation. Four days later,
the harvested wounds were processed and analyzed for the extent of granulation tissue
formed (black line indicates boundary between granulation tissue and fibrin clot), as shown
in Figure 5A. Morphometric analysis of cross sectional areas of such healing wounds
demonstrated little to no difference in the degree of granulation tissue accumulation in
wounds containing the softest gel relative to control wounds without gel (Figure 5B)
However, a significant increase in granulation accumulation was observed for the stiffest
gels, where we had previously demonstrated the optimal condition for cell migration in
vitro.
All together, we demonstrated the importance of deformation gradients in establishing the en
masse migration patterns of human dermal fibroblast cells. We showed that the average en
masse migration velocity of dermal fibroblasts is largest on stiffer hydrogel substrates,
where they are also shown to exert the largest traction forces. We have also demonstrated
that when cells migrate en masse on a compliant substrate, they establish a well-defined
deformation field and migrate along a trajectory orthogonal to the field. In the case of cell
migration outward from an agarose droplet, the trajectory assumed a radial pattern. The
largest gradients occurred in the stiffer matrices (4270 Pa), where the largest degree of
alignment occurred. For matrices that were too stiff and withstood deformation by the
cellular traction forces, like glass, radial patterns did not form, consistent with the lack of a
deformation field. Similarly, radial migration patterns functioned poorly on very soft
matrices where only a minimal gradient could be established. When two droplets were
placed adjacent to each other, a unique pattern was established only on the stiff but still
compliant gels, indicating the importance of the gel modulus for cell organization. In vivo
testing demonstrated that the largest degree of granulation tissue, following implantation of
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the gels in punch wounds of juvenile pigs, occurred for the stiffer gels, again illustrating the
importance of substrate modulus in wound healing.
Materials and Methods
Preparation of hydrogel substrates
HA/FNfd hydrogel substrates were synthesized as reported previously (Ghosh et al., 2006).
Briefly, the three major FNfds: FNIII8–11 (cell-binding domain, C), FNIII12V–15 (heparin-
binding and variable domain, HV), and H, required for optimal fibroblast migration (Clark
et al., 2003) were coupled to the crosslinker poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA)
(Nektar Therapeutics, Huntsville, AL) in PBS to form PEGDA-C, PEGDA-HV and
PEGDA-H conjugates at 0.26 uM. Then these conjugates were mixed with 1.25%(w/v)
thiol-functionalized HA (HA-DTPH) in serum free-DMEM (SF-DMEM, Sigma, St. Louis,
MO) at volume ratio of 1:4 to obtain HA/FNfd that was allowed to gel in 35-mm tissue
culture dishes. Final concentration of HA-DTPH was always 1% (w/v) in the hydrogels. The
stiffness of these hydrogels was modulated by altering the concentration of PEGDA
solutions from 4.5% to 1.5% and 0.75% (w/v) that resulted in crosslinking ratio from 2:1 to
6:1 and 12:1 and shear storage moduli of 4270 Pa, 550 Pa and 95 Pa, respectively, as
measured by oscillatory shear rheometry (Ghosh et al., 2005).
Cell culture
Primary AHDFs obtained from a 31 years old Caucasian Female (CF-31, Clonetics, San
Diego, CA) were used between passages 5 and 13. The cells were routinely cultured in
Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM), supplemented with 10% fetal bovine
serum and 1% Penicillin, Streptomycin and L-glutamine, in a 37 °C, 5% CO2, 95% humidity
incubator (Napco Scientific Company, Tualatin, OR). Additional experiments were also
conducted using primary AHDF obtained from a 29 years old Caucasian Female, (CF-29,
Clonetics, San Diego, CA) and AHDF obtained from surgical waste skin of an adult African
American female with all identifiers removed. Since the results were qualitatively similar,
only those obtained using the CF-31 cells are shown here.
Agarose droplet migration assay
After reaching 80–95% confluence, cells were detached using 0.05% trypsin, which was
quenched with 10% serum in DMEM. After one rinse in 2%(w/v) bovine serum albumin
(BSA) DMEM, cells were resuspended in 0.2% agarose SF-DMEM solution to obtain a final
concentration of 1.5x107 cells/ml. Agarose droplets with cells (1.25µl) were placed on HA/
FNfd hydrogels in 24-well dishes. Control samples, where the agarose droplet was plated on
a circular fibronectin-coated glass coverslips were also placed in the 24-well dishes. After
incubation at 4°C for 20min to allow the agarose droplets to set, SF-DMEM with 30ng/ml
recombinant platelet derived growth factor-BB (PDGF) (ZymoGenetics, Seattle, WA) was
added carefully. Then, the samples were incubated at 37°C for 18h.
After incubation, cells were fixed with 3.7% formaldehyde in PBS and then stained with
filtered 0.1% crystal violet in 200 mM boric acid (pH 8.0) at 25°C for 10min. The cells were
then rinsed with PBS. Samples were imaged using a Nikon SMX800 zoom
stereomicroscope with a Diagnostic Instruments Spot RT camera Attachment (Sterling
Heights, MI). Images were captured and analyzed with Spot 3.0 software. Migration area
was determined by outlining the boundaries of the fibroblast migration and the agarose
droplet. The area of migration (in square pixels) was then determined by the formula Total
Area - Area of Droplet. The number of migrating cells in the migration area was quantified
using NIH ImageJ. Each experimental group contained five replicates.
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Time-lapse measurement of cell migration
AHDF in agarose droplets were seeded onto HA/FNfd hydrogel in 35mm cell culture dishes
at ~500 /cm2. After incubation for 37°C for 6, 14, and 24h in serum-free DMEM with 30ng/
ml PDGF. The maximum time was chosen to be less than the doubling time of the CF-31
AHDF cells on the stiffest substrate, previously reported (Ghosh 2007). Time-lapse phase
images of cell migration were recorded every 15min for 60min with a MetaMorph®-
operated CoolSNAP™ HQ camera (Universal Imaging Corporation, Downingtown, PA)
attached to a Nikon Diaphot-TMD inverted microscope fitted with a 37°C stage incubator
and a 10x objective lens. Migration speed was determined by tracking the distance covered
by the center of a cell nucleus every 15min. The sample size n used was 5~10 cells/field×5
fields/replicate×3 replicates and 10~20 cells/field×3 fields/droplet×3 droplets, respectively,
for single cells and en masse cells. Only single cells without cell-cell contact were chosen to
measure single cell migration speed, and only cells migrating on the leading edge of droplet
were tracked for evaluation of en masse cell migration.
Substrate deformation quantification using DISC
To measure substrate deformation generated by en masse cell migration, fluorescent beads
(40 nm diameter, Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) were sonicated and suspended uniformly
at a concentration of 5%(w/v) in HA solution prior to gelation. Agarose droplets with cells
were seeded onto HA/FNfd hydrogel in 35 mm cell culture dishes under the same conditions
as cell migration experiments. After 6, 15 or 24h incubation at 37°C, distribution of
fluorescent beads and cells in the field of interest were captured by Leica TCS SP2 laser
scanning confocal microscope with a 20x water objective lens and a DIC lens, respectively,
before and after separating cells from the substrate by the treatment with trypsin+EDTA.
Using optimized DISC technique (Guan et al., 2004), the displacements of the substrate
surface can be quantitatively determined by comparing the distribution change of the
embedded beads. In order to highlight the local displacement generated by cells on the edge
of droplets, radial displacements produced by the droplet were subtracted.
In vivo tissue repair with hydrogels of varying stiffness
Animal experiments were performed in accordance with Stony Brook University’s IACUC
protocol. An established porcine full-thickness cutaneous wound model (McClain et al.,
1996) was used to evaluate the effect of hydrogel stiffness on in vivo en masse cell
migration. Full-thickness (8 mm) punch biopsy wounds were created on the back of female
juvenile Yorkshire pigs weighing between 91–100 lbs (Archer Farms, VA). Sterile HA/FNfd
pre-gelling solutions corresponding to 95, 550 and 4270 Pa stiffness (n=6) were then added
to the wounds and allowed to set for 5 minutes. PDGF was added to all hydrogel samples at
a final bulk density of 30 ng/ml. Six wounds received no hydrogels at all and were treated as
controls. Following hydrogel gelation, wounds were dressed with Tegaderm® and allowed
to heal for 4 days. Specimens from all wound sites were harvested after 4 days, immediately
fixed in a 10% buffered formalin solution, embedded in paraffin, cut into 5 µm sections,
mounted onto slides and stained with Masson trichrome (for type-I collagen) to delineate
morphologic alterations.
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Figure 1.
En masse cell migration decreased as cell density decreased. (A) Schematic of agarose
droplet assay; low-magnification phase image obtained after 24h and rings indicating
distance of migration at 0, 6, 15 and 24h; and high-magnification phase image of cell
migration from agarose droplet at 6, 15 and 24h. (B) Schematic defines migration distance
from edge of original droplet to nucleus of a given cell at migration front as S, and distance
between nuclei of cells along the radial direction as rx, or along the circumference as ry.
Graph shows average migration distance (S) as function of incubation time, together with
derivative of curve, which is radial velocity function, compared to single cell migration
velocity measured after the same incubation time. (C) Local migration speed of cells at the
migration front as function of rx and ry, and local cell density (1/rxry) as function of
incubation time. (B. en masse migration distance, mean±SD; single cell migration velocity,
mean±SE, n=26–30; C mean±SE, n=12–18)
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Figure 2.
En masse cell migration increased with increased substrate stiffness. (A) Phase images of en
masse cell migration from agarose droplets onto hydrogels with different stiffness after 18
hours incubation. (B) Average en masse cell migration area and number of cells migrating
out of the droplet as a function of the hydrogel stiffness. (A mean±SD, n-3–4)
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Figure 3.
Substrate displacement generated by en masse migrating cells. (A) Pattern of en masse cells
migrating outward from a droplet placed on the stiffest hydrogel, together with the profile of
en masse cells migrating out of a droplet placed on fibronectin-coated glass. (B) The local
displacements around the edge of the droplets deposited on gels of different stiffness. The
rays show the trajectories of the cells in the direction of decreasing deformation gradients.
The colored dash curves approximate the equal deformation contours outwards the edge of
the droplets. Since the deformation gradients can be estimated from the distance between the
deformation contours, we can see that as en masse cells generate larger displacements on
stiffer hydrogels (4270 Pa and 550 Pa) than on soft hydrogels (95 Pa), the deformation
gradients decrease faster on the stiffest substrate (4270 Pa) than on the medium one (550
Pa). (C) Local displacements generated by the local cells at the migration front, which is
calculated by removing the radial displacements from (B), showing that individual cells can
generate larger displacements on stiffer substrate.
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Figure 4.
Two-droplet model simulating the bidirectional migration during wound healing. (A) The
pattern of en masse cells migrating outward from two agarose droplets loaded in close
proximity to each other, and the local deformation generated in the middle. Since the local
displacements near the central line (between the two blue arrows) reach zero, which shift the
deformation gradient about 90 degrees, cells in the middle turn around and migrate along the
central line. (B) The schematic defines the deflected angle (D-angle) as the angle between a
given migrating cell along the edge and the radial direction that go through the cell nucleus.
The degree of correlation between the two droplets is quantified by comparing the average
D-angle on the proximal sides with that on the distal side. The D-angel on gel significantly
increases on the proximal sides due to the influence of the neighboring droplet on the local
displacements, while the D-angle is always large on glass since cells migrate randomly
without the cue of deformation gradients. (B. mean + SD, 4 pairs of agarose droplets, more
than 20 cells/droplet side were included in the measurement)
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Figure 5.
A) Masson Trichrome stained specimens showing granulation tissue regeneration in 4-day
porcine excisional wounds as a function of hydrogel stiffness. Black lines encompass
granulation tissue. No treatment: a partial rim of nascent pink granulation tissue appeared
under the fibrin clot. 95 Pa hydrogel: a rim of granulation tissue underlies the fibrin clot.
550 Pa hydrogel: Increased granulation tissue appeared under the fibrin clot compared to no
treatment control and 95 Pa hydrogel. 4270 Pa hydrogel: A remarkable increase in
granulation tissue ingrowth (en masse fibroblast movement) appeared to be displacing the
fibrin clot. B) Histogram of results. N=6. * indicates P < 0.05 by ANOVA and Tukey post-
hoc analysis. Bars = 2mm
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